
UFC Fight Night 53: Nelson vs Story and 
UFC Fight Night 54: MacDonald vs 
Saffiedine Paid Betting Picks 

From the most profitable MMA betting team in the world, thefightpredictor.com 

presents its paid-only UFC betting tips for your enjoyment and profit!  

 

  



Magnus Cedenblad vs Scott Askham 
 

This middleweight fight will be the “main event” of the prelims.  Scott Askham will put his undefeated 

12-0 record to the test in his first UFC appearance.  At just 26 years old, Askham has managed to finish 9 

of his 12 victories fighting in various British promotions.  Cedenblad’s record is not as impressive at 12-4, 

but what he does have going for him is the fact that he has already fought in the UFC 3 times.  Of those 

3 fights he managed to win 2.  Obviously an above 500 record in the UFC is impressive for any fighter. 

In terms of the betting odds, the best you can get on the favourite Cedenblad is around 1.67 (-149) at 

Pinnacle while the best you can get on Askham is 2.42 (+142) at Sports Interaction.  Our fair line on this 

fight would be somewhere around 50/50, possibly even in favour of Askham.  If there wasn’t a question 

mark around how Askham performs in his UFC debut, this could quite possibly be a 4 unit play.  Alas, we 

aren’t going to make a habit of placing 4 units on debuting fighters so this will be our standard 2 unit 

underdog play. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Askham at 2.42 (+142). 

Nicholas Musoke vs Alexander Yakovlev 
 

This welterweight match-up will be the “co-main event” of the prelims.  Yakovlev is 2 years older than 

Musoke, but also vastly more experienced with an overall record of 21-5.  He has only fought once 

inside the Octagon and it was a loss to Demian Maia, but it’s not like he was fighting cans on the 

regional circuit.  His fight before joining the UFC was against Paul Daley who he defeated.  For the 28 

year old Musoke, Saturday will mark his fourth Octagon appearance.  So far he is 2-1, but hasn’t 

defeated any particularly great opponents and even almost got knocked out by Vicardi Andrade. 

We like Yakovlev in the match-up (no surprise considering he’s the dog I know).  At 2.80 (+180), we think 

there’s tons of value and there’s a good chance he gets the fight to the ground quickly and submits 

Musoke.  In addition to a bet on Yakovlev, we are considering a bet on the under 2.5 rounds which 

currently sits at 2.45 (+145), but it won’t be an official play. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Yakovlev at 2.80 (+180). 

  



 



Chad Laprise vs Yosdenis Cedeno 
 

This lightweight fight will go down in the middle of UFC Fight Night 54’s main card.  The 28 year old 

Laprise will be making his first Octagon appearance since defeating Olivier Aubin-Mericier to win The 

Ultimate Fighter: Nations.  Overall, he is 8-0 with 4 TKO’s, 3 decisions and a submission victory.  For the 

29 year old Cedeno, Saturday will be his third appearance in the Octagon.  Overall, his record sits at 10-3 

and he has gone 1-1 in the UFC so far.  Prior to his UFC debut, Cedeno was pretty hyped up, reaching 

1.33 (-300), but he managed to lose to Ernest Chavez and didn’t really appear to be himself. 

This bet will be another underdog bet as we think since the hype on Cedeno has cooled, he has become 

a very attractive betting pick.  We think The Ultimate Fighter winner, Laprise, is actually the one who is 

getting overhyped by the public and odds of 3.20 (+220) on Cedeno pack huge value. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Cedeno at 3.20 (+220). 

  



Full Bets 
 

UFC FIGHT NIGHT 53 

3 units – Nelson/Latifi Parlay at 1.82 (-123) at 5Dimes 

2 units – Askham over Cedenblad at 2.42 (+142) at Sports Interaction 

2 units – Yakovlev over Musoke at 2.80 (+180) at Bookmaker 

3 units – Pendred over Umalatov at 1.71 (-140) at BetOnline 

UFC FIGHT NIGHT 54 

2 units – Over 4.5 Rounds – MacDonald/Saffiedine at 1.65 (-155) at BetOnline 

2 units – Cedeno over Laprise at 3.20 (+220) at 5Dimes 
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